
HOW DO YOU POWER 
UP YOUR BUSINESS IN 
AN EVOLVING ENERGY 
MARKET?
Discover the insights you need to thrive in unpredictable  
energy markets
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From regulatory changes to new energy sources, 
the power, gas, coal and carbon markets are facing 
unprecedented changes. Systematic fluctuations in supply 
and demand complicate knowing when it’s the right 
time – and right price – to make trading and purchasing 
decisions. Staying ahead of the market is critical. But you 
can only do that with the right information, available at the 
right time.

Are you looking for 
a clear competitive 
advantage in today’s 
energy markets?
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Market challenges

There’s no question that we all depend on energy. However, energy supply is 
increasingly unpredictable due to intermittent renewable production and the 
complexity of modeling demand. This makes it difficult for traders to assess future 
market price developments.
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Facing these challenges, do you have access to credible market news, pricing data, analysis and forecasts? 
Are you able to identify new markets of demand and sources of supply before your competitors? 

In a changing energy market, having the knowledge, intelligence, insight and analysis to act swiftly is one thing. Being able to trust 
this information is another.

That’s why traders and analysts around the globe trust Refinitiv. We provide accurate, reliable, real-time data – along with the 
capabilities to easily manage and interpret it – so you can trade intelligently. That’s the powerful competitive edge you require  
to thrive.

Geopolitical instability

Tensions in many of the 
world’s most important 
energy-producing regions, 
including the Middle East  
and Caucasus, complicate  
the market. For example, 
Qatar, which is in a dispute 
with four Arab states,  
is increasing its production 
of LNG. The additional gas 
volumes available for export 
will cement its position as the 
world’s largest LNG supplier 
and help it weather the 
boycott by its neighbors. 

Policy and regulatory 
change

Country-level energy policies, 
such as those in China, 
India and other countries, 
and tighter regulations on 
emission allowances are 
continually shifting trends 
in energy use and affecting 
supply and demand levels.

Continued globalization

Firms need to be able to 
access comprehensive,  
global information to deal 
with new developments. 
For example, the addition 
of pricing content from new 
over-the-counter (OTC) and 
exchange venues, and the 
continued proliferation of 
fundamental data sources 
in one place for traders and 
analysts to build forecasts and 
better assess price direction.

Electricity trends

A growing preference for 
electric vehicles points to a 
new consumer landscape that 
relies on electricity to sustain 
global infrastructure.

High price volatility has become the new norm. Here’s why:
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Trading essentials

Everything you need on a single, intuitive desktop.
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News via Reuters
Be the first to know what’s happening
With almost 200 specialist commodities journalists in 20 countries and a vast network of global reporters, Reuters is one of the 
longest-standing and most trusted news providers in the energy market. Reuters journalists are on the ground to report the news, 
interpret its impact and produce exclusive market reports. For deep insight and market context, Refinitiv Commodities Research 
analysis is always supported by price data, analytics and graphics. 

Fundamentals
Understand what has happened and what’s happening now
Our intuitive approach and consolidated global energy supply and demand data reduce the cost and time it takes to source and 
manage fundamental data.

We deliver the most comprehensive range of global cash, OTC, export prices and FX rates, as well as real-time data from the 
world’s major commodity exchanges. You can also view up to 20 years of data. Our pre-built tables, tools, charts and models are 
designed to show highly relevant and accurate information, so you can interpret complex price data with speed and ease.

Here’s your inside track on what’s moving the market:

• European and North American power, gas, carbon and coal 
forums, with a live messaging community to help you keep 
track of events

• Thought-leading, independent commentary from our 
knowledgeable columnists, specialist journalists and key 
industry influencers

• Coverage of political, corporate and macroeconomic news 
as well as policy decisions that impact commodities pricing

• Highly relevant articles that break down the complexity of 
significant trends

What we deliver:

• Raw data in normalized format across power, natural gas, 
LNG, coal and carbon markets

• A consolidated set of current and historical energy supply 
and demand data

• Deep, intelligent views of both the physical and futures 
markets

• A clear, intuitive interface to explore by commodity or date
• Meaningful charts, tables and graphics
• Personalized, downloadable models and analysis

What you can do:

• Spot opportunities and act quickly
• Access key providers, such as Platts, Argus Media and IIR
• Retrieve contributed data from a range of sources
• Harness content from our in-house market experts,  

available on a single desktop
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Research and forecasts
Know what’s on the horizon
The task of predicting future price movements and changes in supply and demand becomes more complex every day. Our forward-
thinking team of energy research analysts will be the first to provide you with consistently accurate analysis and proven forecasting.

When you’re in front of the action, you can act with confidence. To help you make profitable trading and purchasing decisions early 
and more thoroughly, we provide:

Technology
See it first, know it best
Whether it’s trade flows, supply and demand data, vessel movements or severe weather, our interactive map is the fastest,  
most direct way to see the key factors that could impact your trade. Our range of models, calculators and three-dimensional 
charting tools enables you to perform complex analysis quickly and easily. You’ll uncover deep insights so you can confidently 
execute trades, manage compliance, proactively mitigate risk and increase your profits.

• Sophisticated proprietary forecast modeling and techniques
• Fundamental data to help you predict future price 

movements, such as weather and production numbers and 
information on developments in regulatory policy 

• An impartial interpretation of where the market is going

• Commentaries and publications that analyze upcoming policy 
decisions and announcements

• Insights and views on how the markets will move depending 
on different outcomes

• Access to the observations and opinions of analysts, 
hydrologists and meteorologists

Features and benefits:

• Intuitive natural language searches and clear displays
• Comprehensive, accurate, timely and relevant news and data
• Dynamic charting with analytical tools to visualize the market
• Tools and applications that filter and display information 

relevant to your workflow
• Support for pre-trade and post-trade workflows, linking 

people and markets more efficiently
• Easy navigation and editable features
• Infrastructure and services designed to meet the most 

complex requirements
• Connections to the broader financial community
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Why Refinitiv? 

Know where the market is, where it’s likely to go, and where you fit in.

We understand that your business is unique, so we tailor our solutions to meet your specific needs. This way, you are better 
positioned to make the most informed investments and trading decisions.

STREAMLINED  
DATA SOURCES 

CUSTOMIZABLE 
FEATURES 

USER-FRIENDLY 
INTERFACE 

EXCLUSIVE MARKET 
INSIGHTS

Refinitiv has the answers to all your critical questions. We’re at the center of the world’s energy community, providing you with 
accurate intelligence and the most comprehensive actionable insights into the global power, gas, carbon and coal markets. Our 
unique combination of analysts in the field and technology provides you with the capabilities you need to gain that competitive edge.
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Our products

Get the tools and information you need to discover and seize new opportunities.
Refinitiv® Point Connect
Point Connect has the most 
comprehensive energy data, on demand, 
saving you the cost of acquiring data  
from multiple suppliers. You can see 
current supply, transmission, demand, 
stock levels and actual emissions caps. 
Refinitiv Commodities Research and  
third-party information providers also 
deliver calculations and model runs.

Refinitiv® Real-Time Data Platform
Real-Time Data Platform provides access 
to real-time, reference, end-of-day, time 
series and alternative data, as well as 
powerful analytics solutions. Tap into an 
unrivaled depth of coverage – including 
equities, FICC and OTC derivatives 
content – and integrate this content with 
your proprietary data and information 
from third-party sources. With Real-Time 
Data Platform, your team can discover, 
integrate, enrich and consume the content 
they need, wherever they need it – 
whether that’s in a data center, managed 
service or the cloud.

Refinitiv® Eikon
Eikon is a flexible, open platform that’s 
purpose-built for trade innovation. 
It lets you connect with the world’s 
largest directory of verified financial 
professionals. Master the market 
and make smarter decisions with our 
incredible financial analysis data. Get the 
information you need, when and how you 
need it.

Refinitiv® Messenger
Messenger is a “virtual trading floor” –  
a free, open, secure and compliant 
collaboration tool that allows you to 
connect to key contacts and gain 
exclusive access to our global  
community. You can follow the hot 
topics of the day and share charts and 
data. And you can communicate and 
collaborate with the world’s largest 
validated directory of financial services 
professionals – anywhere, anytime and 
on any device.

Refinitiv® DataScope Select
DataScope Select gives you the  
non-real-time pricing and reference  
data your users need, with the flexibility 
to only pay for the content consumed.  
It also provides on-demand delivery of 
our universe of over 80 million active  
and retired securities.

Refinitiv® REDI® EMS
REDI EMS is our award-winning execution 
management system. It simplifies your 
workflows to allow you to trade smarter, 
faster and safer as you move through 
the trade life cycle – all while keeping 
costs in check. It works in combination 
with our full suite of trading products, 
offering a single point of entry to execute 
orders and tap into advanced post-trade 
capabilities, including trading and risk 
analytics.
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Partnerships

Uncover more opportunities, innovation and growth through our partner network.
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Our content roadmap is constantly updated to help you make better informed 
trading and planning decisions. Whether you need independent price assessments, 
fundamentals or forward prices, our third-party specialist data has you covered.

Argus Media – A leading provider of price assessments, 
business intelligence and market data for the metal industry. 
Argus Media offers full service provision across geographies 
and continuously creates new price assessments to reflect 
actual trade dynamics in each region, creating enhanced 
opportunities to identify favorable trade conditions.

Genscape – The source of truth and insights for the global 
energy market. It operates the world’s largest private network 
of in-field monitors and distributes industry-leading, real-time 
and historical data, delivering unsurpassed market intelligence 
across the commodity and energy spectrum.

ICIS – Quality market intelligence and pricing information for 
global petrochemical and energy markets. It offers unbiased, 
independent price assessments and indices widely quoted as 
benchmarks in contracts.

IIR Energy – A leading supplier of energy asset information on 
power plants, oil refineries and natural gas infrastructure. It is 
available on Eikon as an add-on service, allowing you to track 
planned and unplanned interruptions affecting the trading, 
logistics and marketing communities. As supply changes 
occur, the models update automatically so you can assess the 
capacity and pricing impacts of those changes at speed.

Lilac Energy Software – A software systems supplier that 
enables Europe’s energy clients to grasp complex problems 
quickly, put requirements into context, and design and deliver 
intuitive, well-engineered solutions that combine flexibility and 
efficiency – all to match your individual business priorities.

S&P Global Platts – A leading global provider of energy 
information. This premier source of benchmark price 
assessments provides information and insights that can help 
you spot opportunities and make sound trading and business 
decisions. This data is delivered fast, to keep you one step 
ahead of the competition.



Visit refinitiv.com/energy
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What’s the bottom line?

It’s time to energize 
your trading business.

Let us help you 
optimize your deep 
analysis and spot 
growth opportunities 
in the power, gas, coal 
and carbon markets.

https://www.refinitiv.com/en/products/eikon-trading-software/energy-commodities
https://twitter.com/Refinitiv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/refinitiv/

